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“We used your product in our guest bedroom and it worked like a dream.” Shelly in Missouri 1990
“We’ve restored all our plaster walls in two different homes. Besides the fact that the cracks aren’t
coming back we think the house is warmer because there’s less air infiltration.” Robert in Iowa 1990
“Just wanted to let you know how much we liked the Nu-Wal System. It made our walls look great
and went up so easily.” Regina from Iowa 1994
“You have a fine product.” Harry from Maine 1994
“Thank you so much for sending the Nu-Wal immediately! It arrived here within 24 hours! The
walls are coming out beautifully.” Donna from Michigan 1994
“My husband and I have used the Nu-Wal System in the 1826 farmhouse we have been lovingly
restoring for the past year. I was born and raised in this house, and can attest to the fact that the
walls were always freezing cold and drafty in the winter. We used the Nu-Wal on all of the west and
north walls and wallpapered over them…………they-re no longer freezing to the touch and
definitely not drafty……….we have praises and highly recommend your product.” Charles from
Pennsylvania 1999
“A note to say thank-you for the video – “a picture is worth a thousand words” and the technical
information helped.” Keith in Pennsylvania
“I just had to take a minute to let you know that it is really great to use a product that is just as
advertised.” John from Minnesota 2002
“Thank you so much for developing this product. I would recommend that you market this to
wallpaper hangers all over.” Ray from Florida 2002
“This is the best product I have ever found with respect to home improvement…to date we have
used it in 4 rooms and continue to provide it to others for their use.” Happy contractor from e-mail
2003
“Fifteen years ago we put up Nu-Wal and it still looks as good as the day we did it and it’s easy to
do!” Karen from Iowa 2004
“I recently finished applying the Nu-Wal restoration system in my living room and couldn’t be more
pleased with the results, especially since I did not have any previous installation experience!” Doug
from Michigan 2007
Restoration Projects:
Tweed Courthouse Manhattan, New York 2001
Iowa State University - Ames, Iowa
New York City Public School 370 1994

Faith Christian Church - Elkhart, Iowa
Girard College - Philadelphia, PA 1999
Bob Yapp-The House Doctor-Public TV

